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ILM
ACCREDITED
Supervisor
& Leadership
Courses
COST
T
U
C TING FOR
THE CREDIT
CRUNCH

NEW FOR 2009 and now a more
intensive two-day event: the first
courses for senior parking professionals
to be awarded accreditation by the
Institute of Leadership and Management.

Supervisor and Team Leader
Module 1: 17 to 18 June 2009
23 to 24 September 2009
Module 2: 4 to 5 November 2009
Module 3: Dates to be confirmed

Leadership Training
Module 1: 8 to 9 July 2009
Module 2: 26 to 27 November 2009
Module 3: Dates to be confirmed

Places are limited, so for more
information, please visit:

www.aparking.co.uk
Email:
parkingenquiries
@aparking.co.uk
Telephone:
020 7242 2567
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Money, money,
money
The way that parking is managed is critical
to the economic health of the country’s
town centres, says BPA chief executive
Patrick Troy as he looks forward to a
special parking summit later this year

I

s it me or are we obsessed with money
at the moment? There are bankers
collecting huge bonuses, MPs claiming
huge expenses and then there is credit
crunching all businesses! It’s at this
moment that we need to hold our nerve in
the parking business. Because we all know
how one of the main criticisms of the
parking profession is that it’s always been
about money and how to maximise it.
One of the more alarming trends I’ve
spotted in recent times is that parking
departments are, in some local authorities,
moving from the highways and traffic
divisons to finance. What message might
that send out to the public, I wonder?
I think it’s really important to challenge
this trend. Parking management is about

critical to the economic health of our
town centres. The level of charging,
the availability of parking and the
attractiveness of car parks can all be vital
tools to stimulate growth in town centres.
These can only thrive if retailers and highstreet businesses are confident.
The right way to deliver greater
confidence in the health of local economies
is to have local authorities and local car
parking businesses working in partnership
with town centre managers, retailers and
businesses.
But this can only happen if local
authority members and chief officers
recognise the essential role that parking
departments play in their wider traffic and
transport strategies.

Local authority members and chief
officers must recognise the essential role
that parking departments play in their
wider traffic and transport strategies
just that, management of a service that
exists to address the wider issues of traffic
growth, congestion and road safety.
Parking restraint is a means by which other
forms of more sustainable transport can
be encouraged which, in turn, addresses
all our concerns about climate change and
global warming.
Particularly during a recession, how
we manage parking can be absolutely

The BPA President called last year for a
parking summit to be held to debate these
and other issues. This summit is expected
to take place in October and I believe one of
the key issues will be to ensure that parking
management is recognised as a principal
ingredient of good transport management.
HAVE YOUR SAY Any views? Write to
editor@britishparking.co.uk

www.britishparking.co.uk
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NEWS: round-up

NEW KERB RULES IN PLACE

The BPA has
reacted strongly
to an article
in The Times
that said rogue
clampers had
helped draw up the
code of practice in the
Approved Operator
Scheme (AOS).
In a letter published in
the newspaper, BPA chief
executive Patrick Troy
said he was ‘disappointed’
to read the article, ‘not
least because it rather
missed the point’.
He wrote: ‘There is
minimal regulation
of private car parks
and clamping in this
country, and the BPA
wants to see better
regulation to protect the
consumer against unfair
or disproportionate

practices. This
is why we
established
a scheme,
members of
which must comply
with a code of practice,
which provides for such
protection. What your
correspondent does
not say is that we have
launched for consultation
a revised and more
robust code.
‘The fact is that,
without our selfregulation of private car
parks, there would be
none. The consumer
would be worse oﬀ. In
running such a scheme,
we hope to work with
companies to improve
their practices.’
Troy was also critical of
the AA, whose president

Edmund King was quoted
as suggesting that the
BPA had failed to hold
its members to account.
‘Your reporter is right
that we have established a
board to hold the scheme
to account and members
of the scheme will be
members of the board,’ he
wrote.
‘Again, what he omits
to mention is that for the
first time, representatives
of motoring and
consumer groups – such
as the RAC Foundation –
will also be on that board
to ensure that what is
delivered is improved still
further. Curiously, the AA
declined to join the board,
which would have given
them the opportunity to
hold scheme members to
direct account.’

wheelchair users and
those with powered
mobility vehicles or
prams get around
easily and safely. They
also allow residents to
access their garages and
driveways.
‘The Highway
Code is clear that
drivers should not stop
or park in such places
and we believe placing
of traffic signs or road
markings to indicate
these restrictions should
not be necessary, as is
the case in London. The
same rules will apply
to double parking – a
dangerous activity that
causes an unnecessary
obstruction of the road,
putting all road users
at risk.’ He urged local
authorities to use the
powers in a ‘fair and
transparent manner’.
istock © Xyno6

BPa hits back over
newspaper claims

English councils
carrying out parking
enforcement can, from
the start of June, issue
Penalty Charge Notices
(PCNs) to motorists
who park at dropped
kerbs or double-park
– without the need for
special signage or road
markings.
London authorities
have successfully
used this tool for a
number of years to
help wheelchair users
and those with prams
manoeuvre on and off
pavements – as well as
stopping inconsiderate
motorists from blocking
residents’ driveways. It
has also helped deter
motorists from blocking
the road when parking.
Transport minister
Paul Clark said: ‘Dropped
kerbs are there to help

CALL FOR FAIR TREATMENT OVER AOS ROLL-OUT
Leading figures from the parking
industry have been responding
to the latest developments in
the Approved Operator Scheme
(AOS), including the launch of
the scheme’s first board and a
review of the code of practice.
The AOS has been hailed
as a milestone in the BPA’s
professional development
programme, and people
attending the BPA seminar
about the AOS at Parkex in April
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were generally enthusiastic
about it.
Ashley Bijster, managing
director of Imperial Business
Systems, which provides
software for parking operators
and local authorities, said she
hoped it would encourage
more data to be exchanged
electronically.
Former BPA chief executive
Keith Banbury told Parking
News that the next important

stage would be to seek feedback
from the government on the
scheme.
Questions still remain about
whether the scheme will solve
a persistent problem – that of
tracing the actual driver. The
DVLA’s database only records
the registered keeper and that
information is only released to
bona fide enforcement firms.
‘It is an area of the law
that needs to be changed,’

said Simon Renshaw-Smith,
managing director of Excel
Parking Services. ‘A vehicle’s
keeper should not be expected
to pay.’
Renshaw-Smith said he hoped
the AOS would enable operators
who treat the motoring public
fairly to be recognised by the
media. However, he said: ‘I
think some reputable companies
will be dragged into the media
spotlight.’

www.britishparking.co.uk
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NEWS: round-up

End of the road for
parking meters
than 50 years. ‘During
their heyday they were
an iconic fixture on
the capital’s streets
and have played a vital
role in shaping the
development of modern
parking services.
‘However, it is now

time to for us to
look to the future by
embracing new and
superior technology and
consign these out-dated
machines to the history
books.’
Before the
introduction of cashless

parking, the council
says it was losing up
to £120,000 per week
through thefts from the
meters. The council’s
pay-by-phone system
currently handles
around 140,000
transactions per week.

Consigned to history… at
one stage Westminster was
losing £120,000 a week
through theft from coinoperated meters.

www.britishparking.co.uk
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Westminster City
Council (WCC).
Organisers of a
campaign called ‘No
to the bike parking tax’
said thousands turned
up to a demonstration.
‘The more we do these
demos, the more WCC
gets nervous, because
they know that, once we
have taken the flak from
the ‘inconvenienced’
public, that same public
will eventually turn
on WCC and demand

they concede to our
demands – scrap the
tax, nothing else.’
l Meanwhile, London
taxi drivers picketed
Westminster City
Council over parking
charges that, they say,
force them to spend £3
just to use the toilet.
The RMT union is
calling on the council
to waive parking fees
for 10 minutes for
black cabs on bays
close to public toilets.

th
e

Westminster under fire

Motoring campaigners
have been complaining
about what they see as
unfair parking charges in
the capital.
Two demonstrations
were held during May,
to protest against
parking measures
operated by

‘Rip-off’ stations under
fire for parking charges
Rail passengers are being
‘ripped off’ by private rail
firms charging them more
than £1 billion a year to
park at station car parks,
according to the TSSA
rail union. Gerry Doherty,
general secretary, said:
‘This is a real scandal and
we are today calling on
Transport Secretary Geoff
Hoon to do something
about it.
l News analysis… see
page 14.
Press Association Images

The end of an era came
when the final coinoperated parking meter
was removed from
central London last
month.
Westminster City
Council has removed
the last functioning
meter from Warwick
Square – more than 50
years after the machines
were first installed in
the capital.
The removal of 4,000
machines started in
2007 after motorists
began to pay for parking
via mobile phone or
credit card. It has since
been rolled out across
all of Westminster’s
7,000 parking bays.
Westminster
councillor Danny
Chalkley said: ‘Coinoperated parking meters
have had a long and
distinguished history
in the capital that
stretches back more

news
in brief
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‘It is now time to
for us to look
to the future by
embracing new
and superior
technology
and consign
these out-dated
machines to the
history books’
DANNY CHALKLEY

‘Tesco town’ will have
car park spaces
A developer has disputed
a claim that a so-called
‘Tesco town’ will
discourage traditional
car parking. According
to a story published in
the Evening Standard in
May, Tesco and Brookfield
are planning to build
a skyscraper in west
London with family flats,
shops and a health centre
– but a lack of on-site
parking ‘to discourage car
ownership’.
But a spokesperson for
Brookfield said that every
flat would have a car park
space.
New team producing
Parking News
As previewed in May’s
Parking News, this issue
is the first to be edited
and designed on behalf
of the British Parking
Association by Cambridge
Publishers.
The company
specialises in producing
a range of magazines for
different organisations,
including a number of
membership bodies.
Some immediate design
changes have been made
to the magazine and the
contents will continue to
evolve in future issues.
Please contact the
editorial team with any
feedback at editor@
britishparking.co.uk
or on 01223 477439.
Suggestions for stories,
features and photographs
are always welcome. The
advertising continues to
be handled by Richard
Langrish Communications
(tel: 01887 820553 or email
richard.l@britishparking.
co.uk ).
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news
in brief
Call for more womenonly bays
The concept of womenonly parking bays
has been backed by a
leading personal safety
charity. ‘Ladies-only’
bays were introduced
in Bolton’s Bow Street
multi-storey car park
(MSCP) in 2002. The
ground-floor spaces are
designed to provide
reassurance for women
and are located close to
the car park’s security
checkpoint.
A leading
campaigning body for
personal safety, the Suzy
Lamplugh Trust, has
backed the concept. A
spokesperson told the
Manchester Evening
News: ‘It sounds like a
great idea. I’ve not heard
of this elsewhere in the
country. We have worked
on schemes where
women are walked
to their cars by an
attendant but to have a
whole section for women
only sounds terrific.’
The newspaper
reported that the other
nine councils in the
Greater Manchester
region had not adopted
the scheme. In fact, the
paper asked, ‘is the Bow
Street’s women-friendly
car park Britain’s bestkept secret?’
Sensing a fresh
stairwell
NCP’s campaign to find
out what smells its car
park customers would
like to experience when
they visit their sites is
continuing apace.
NCP has invested
in technology that will
allow it to make the
stairwells smell however
customers want them
to – whether it’s smelling
of roses, a bakery or
of roast chicken. ‘You
name it, we can make
a smell of it!’ the
company promises,
acknowledging that,
currently, stairwells can
smell a bit ‘special’.
The scents are to be
trialled in car parks in
London, Birmingham,
Leeds and Cardiff. If the
initiative proves popular
enough, the company
says it may roll it out
nationwide.
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Heart attack training
scheme launched
A training scheme
has been set up in
Edinburgh after parking
attendants twice
witnessed members
of the public suffering
heart attacks.
On both occasions
the attendants lent
support, calling for
ambulances and looking
after the victims until
the emergency services
arrived.
But now NSL
Services, which
runs street parking
management for
City of Edinburgh
Council, has set up a
new training scheme
designed to equip
attendants with key
skills to assist victims
of heart attacks and
other life-threatening

Life skills... (from left) NSL’s Graham Eadie, Andy Butcher and Claire Tervit,
who has organised the course.

emergencies.
The training,
believed to be the
first in Scotland,
is being delivered
through Heartstart
UK, an initiative run
by the British Heart
Foundation. It will
ensure all attendants in

Edinburgh are trained
in basic emergency lifesupport skills.
NSL contract
manager Andrew Baker
said: ‘We have always
been firmly of the view
that we are part of the
community. Our main
role is ensuring people

observe the parking
regulations, but there
are a lot of other ways
we can help as well.’
According to Baker, on
the first day the course
was advertised, there
were 46 volunteers.
Councillor Phil
Wheeler, the city
council’s transport
convener, said: ‘Our
parking attendants’
main objective of
maintaining safe, steady
traffic flow through
Edinburgh’s streets
remains the same but,
through gaining these
additional skills, they
can become an even
greater asset. I wonder
how many people
would appeal a parking
attendant’s decision to
save their life.’

Herron backs pub solution
Well-known parking campaigner
Neil Herron is hailing vehicletracking technology that is to be
used in London’s pub trade to
help stop beer delivery drivers
getting parking tickets.
Last year, Herron and
inventor Dr Phillip Tann
launched Fleetm8 on the back
of Dr Tann’s groundbreaking
vehicle-tracking system.
Backing... Neil
Herron with the
new piece of kit.

lores

The technology allows
users to track the location
of any vehicle and also its
historic location, enabling fleet
operators to view performance
and make decisions in real time.
It has now been adapted for
use in the pub trade and will be
trialled in the capital by City of
Westminster Council.
A message will be sent to
Westminster
Council ahead
of a driver’s
delivery to a
particular pub to
request shortterm exemption
from parking
restrictions
outside the
premises.
This will
automatically be
granted through

a server held at the council,
who will create a temporary,
‘virtual’ loading bay outside the
pub and will also alert parking
attendants in the area, via
their handheld computers, not
to issue tickets to the delivery
vehicle.
Herron, a campaigner for
parking disputes under his
organisation, Parking Appeals,
said the trial in London showed
forward-thinking on behalf of
council bosses. ‘We approached
them with the idea of trialling
new technology that could
assist the brewers making
deliveries more efficiently by
reducing the kerb time and
reduce their administrative
burden for dealing with
parking tickets by producing
an exemption scheme for firms
adhering to a set protocol and
using the technology.’

www.britishparking.co.uk
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NEWS: bpa focus

All lined up... the parking summit will
address the need to look at all forms
of sustainable transport to effectively
manage traffic in our towns and cities.

Key players to attend
parking summit
The BPA has announced
that it is to organise a
‘parking summit’ this
October, designed to
address some of the key
current issues faced by
the industry.
The move follows a
call from BPA President
Lynn Witham for such
a summit to be held.
She called for a rethink
of parking in the light
of continued criticism
in the media of local
authorities and the
contractors that deliver
parking enforcement
solutions. This was
despite considerable
efforts by the parking
profession to improve
services to the
consumer.
Revealing that the
summit is to be held
on 21 October 2009,
BPA chief executive
Patrick Troy said: ‘The
implementation of the
parking provisions of
the Traffic Management
Act took place on 31

10
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March 2008. A year
later there are still
issues that need to
be tackled regarding
perception of fairness
and proportionality of
enforcement activities.
‘I believe we also need
to remind ourselves of
the reason for parking
enforcement and the
challenge to ensure
that this activity is
very much a part of
a broader strategy to
effectively manage
traffic in this country
to make things better
for us all. This includes
addressing congestion,
improving road safety,
encouraging more
sustainable forms of
transport like buses
and cycling and reenergising our town
centres, especially at
this difficult time for so
many of our retailers.’
A range of
stakeholders, including
government ministers,
civil servants and

representatives from
organisations such
as the Association of
Chief Police Officers
(ACPO), Association of
Town Centre Managers,
British Motorcycles
Federation and many
others, are all being
invited.
Patrick Troy added: ‘It
is an ideal time to hold
the summit as most
of the annual reports
from local authorities
of the first year of civil
parking enforcement
will be available and
we may also see early
indications of the review
of signing regulations
which is currently
being implemented by
the Department for
Transport
‘We are hoping that
the minister will be
able to either open
or close the summit
and the government’s
involvement in this is, in
my view, very important
and most welcome.’

Autumn Seminar –
call for papers
The BPA is
currently putting
together topics and
presentations for
the 2009 Autumn
Seminar, which will
be based around the
theme ‘parking as a
commodity’.
The Association
would like to
hear from anyone
interested in
presenting a paper
at the event, which
will take place on 14
October 2009 at the
ICC in Birmingham.
Suggested topics
include:
l Hospital parking;
l Parking on private
land;
l Maintaining
compliance;
l Community service
or revenue raiser?
l Accountability
throughout the
system;
l Community
engagement; and

l Working in parking
– job or career?
The theme
of ‘parking as a
commodity’ – and
the outcomes from
the Autumn Seminar
– will inform the
parking summit,
which will take place
the following week.
Suggestions should
be sent, along with a
short synopsis (max.
150 words) of the
proposed workshop
topic by email to
Jane Hack (jane.h@
britishparking.co.uk)
by 12pm on Friday 19
June.
All suggestions and
contributions will
be considered by a
BPA working group.
For further details
on the BPA Criteria
and Principles for
Reviewing Synopses/
Papers, please visit the
news section of the
website.

A chance to exhibit Exhibition
opportunities for the seminar are available. To
book a stand, call Ali Tooze on 07974 576 087.

Welcome to Dave and Andrew
The BPA has welcomed two new
staff in recent weeks. Dave Smith
has joined as communication
and events co-ordinator, taking
responsibility for the websites
for the BPA and the Institute of
Dave Smith
Parking Professionals (IPP).
He will also help co-ordinate events
organised by the BPA and external events
where the BPA is represented. Dave, who
has varied background in different marketing
disciplines, will also be closely involved in
ongoing BPA campaigns and offer
support for the Association’s other
initiatives.
Meanwhile, Andrew Collins joins
as office administrator, providing a
range of support to people across
Andrew Collins
the BPA office.

www.britishparking.co.uk
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association

calendar
11 June 2009

BPA North East
Meeting
Newcastle Civic Centre
17 June 2009

Equipment Manufacturers
& Suppliers Special
Interest Group
Venue TBC
25 June 2009

BPA Midlands Group
Meeting
Dudley MBC
25 June 2009

BPA South West Group
Meeting
Exeter Corn Exchange
7 August 2009

Parking Forum
10 Eastbourne Terrace,
London W2 6LG
16 September 2009

Equipment Manufacturers
& Suppliers Special
Interest Group
Venue TBC
14 October 2009

BPA Autumn Seminar
International Convention Centre,
Birmingham
21 October 2009

Parking Summit
Venue TBC
23 October 2009

Civil Enforcement Awards
2009
London Marriott Hotel
7 November 2009

Parking Forum
10 Eastbourne Terrace,
London W2 6LG
1 December 2009

BPA Members’ Dinner
Drapers’ Hall, London
9 December 2009

Equipment Manufacturers
& Suppliers Special
Interest Group
Venue TBC
To confirm your attendance at
any of these meetings, please
contact Aimee Bates.
aimee.b@britishparking.co.uk
01444 447318
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Your opinion
counts
Emily McCunn rounds up
some of the key findings
from the 2009 BPA
Members’ Survey
Almost 1,400 people
completed the 2009 BPA
members’ survey, with the
results offering a wealth of
useful information that will
help the Association improve
its service.
A full report will be available
shortly on the BPA website
at www.britishparking.co.uk
and will also be detailed in the
BPA’s regular ezine.
Here are some of the key
initial findings from the report.

BPA EVENTS
l Regional Groups

The majority of people
attend regional groups for
networking and industry
updates. The key feedback

or better and 85.7 per cent
were equally positive about
the booking and registering
process.
However, as expected,
exhibitors were not so pleased
with the facilities at last year’s
seminar (70 per cent scoring
it as either ‘poor’ or ‘average’).
As a result of feedback from
last year, the 2009 Autumn
Seminar has been moved to
a more specialised venue and
hopes are high that this will
address these concerns.
l Parkex
While the organisers Brintex
carry out their own delegate

Eighty per cent of respondents
feel that BPA membership is
good value for money
was that they would like to see
more presentations and input
from external stakeholders
at such as events, including
government departments and
lobbying organisations linked
to the parking and transport
industries.
l Autumn Seminar
The feedback on the BPA
Autumn Seminar was positive,
with 84 per cent of delegates
saying their expectations
were met. Indeed, 90 per cent
of respondents thought the
presentations and speakers
were ‘good’ or better, 80
per cent felt the networking
opportunities were ‘good’

Do you think the BPA is
doing enough to help raise
standards in the industry?

9%

56.8%

34.2%

n Yes – I think the BPA has the correct
priorities and is doing enough
n No – the BPA’s priorities are wrong and
resources are not being used correctly
n No – but the BPA’s priorities are right
and further resources could improve this

and exhibitor survey, we
included a few questions for
our own interest. There was
an overwhelmingly positive
response to Parkex, with
virtually every respondent
saying their objectives for
visiting Parkex had been met.
The runaway reasons for
attending Parkex are: visiting
service providers to gain
information (66.7 per cent);
and meeting people for social
and networking reasons (65.3
per cent). More than 90 per
cent of visitors said they liked
the venue.

BPA
COMMUNICATIONS
l BPA technical

information
There was useful feedback
on both the Parking Forum
Position Papers and Parking
Practice Notes, including
some suggestions for topics.
The most popular topics
appear to be new technologies
in enforcement; parking
spaces – the changing sizes
of cars; and good practice in
off-street enforcement. These
suggestions will be taken on
board.
l Parking News
The majority of copies of
Parking News (70 per cent) are
read by more than one person,
with almost 14 per cent read by
five people or more. Pleasingly,
89.5 per cent of people look
forward to reading their copy
of Parking News!
The most popular sections
of the magazine are: new
items; feature articles on the
industry, about technology or
enforcement; and Technical
Focus. Those areas that people
would like to read more about
www.britishparking.co.uk
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NEWS: bpa focus

Reasons for attending regional meetings
80

for comments and suggestions
about the website with the
planned revamp next year.

BPA INITIATIVES

70

General awareness of each of
the BPA initiatives is high and
the majority feel the BPA has
its priorities right to ensure
standards are raised.

60
50
40
30
20

OVERALL VIEW

10

It was great to see that 80 per
cent of respondents feel that
BPA membership is good
value for money and that the
association represents their
needs effectively.

Other (please specify)

Participation in
industry

Work requirement

Socialising

Business development

Networking

Updates on the BPA

Updates from the
industry

0
Presentations

are legislation, technology and
management, which we will
look to address soon.
l BPA ezine
Many of you receive the ezine
(if you don’t and would like
to, please email linda.p@
britishparking.co.uk) and,
more importantly, read it and
find it informative (90.2 per
cent). However, we are looking
to refresh the ezine and will
take into consideration the
comments we received.
The website is also well
visited, although perhaps not
as regularly as we would like!
Most members are happy with
the navigation and visit the
news section most regularly,
although all areas are visited
fairly equally. We’re grateful

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Emily
McCunn is communications
manager for the BPA. Contact her
at emily.m@britishparking.co.uk

MEMBERSHIP FEES FROZEN The costs for being a member of the British Parking Association are being held at the same rate as last
year. The feedback (above) from the member survey overwhelmingly illustrates the benefits of being a BPA member – and the same great
benefits are still available at the same great price. Don’t forget to make the most of your membership by ensuring your colleagues receive
the BPA ezine and see Parking News. Call Linda Page on 01444 447319 or email Linda.p@britishparking.co.uk to confirm your details.

www.britishparking.co.uk
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NEWS analysis: RAILWAY STATION PARKING

Is rail parking on track?
Car parking will be on the agenda for two new ‘station champions’
charged by Transport Minister Lord Adonis with improving quality and

© jay williams

environmental standards at Britain’s railway stations. Alan Salter reports

N

etwork Rail
has promised
a 20 per cent
reduction
in carbon
emissions from its stations
by 2014. Ironically, decent
car parking could help. For
the received wisdom is that
passengers’ leaving their cars
at stations is second only in the
environmental stakes to getting
there by public transport.
Being dropped off at the station
means four car journeys...
parking up for the duration of
the journey – just two.
So car parks will be on
the agenda for the two
‘station champions’ recently
appointed by Lord Adonis.
The champions – legendary
railwayman Chris Green

and town planner Sir Peter
Hall – have a brief to ensure
passengers get a better deal
at stations.
The rail minister acted after
his 2,200-mile railway tour of
Britain this spring found that
lack of parking was a problem
at many stations. And, with
passenger demand increased
by nearly 45 per cent in the

to modernise about 150
intermediate stations.
Most stations are on already
confined sites because of their
town centre locations and one
Department for Transport
(DfT) insider said: ‘The station
champions will have to find a
way of affording multi-storey
car parks (MSCPs) in the
middle of a recession.’

The station champions will
have to find a way of affording
multi-storey car parks (MSCPs) in
the middle of a recession
past decade, more station car
parking has been included
in the National Stations
Improvement Programme
(NSIP), worth £150 million

Following the completion
of the high-profile West Coast
Main Line modernisation,
Network Rail and Virgin have
embarked on a programme

of car park expansion to meet
the demands of the new highfrequency timetable, which
began this year. A total of
£90 million has been invested
at all 17 Virgin-managed
stations along the route,
boosting the total number of
car parking spaces from 6,047
to 10,534.
Virgin chief executive Tony
Collins told Parking News: ‘Our
success depends not just about
the train trip, it is about the
end-to-end journey – and if
our passengers are setting out
by car, they have got to be able
to park it. Car parking is a big
issue for the industry.’
Virgin Trains and Network
Rail are working with the
Passenger Focus watchdog to
minimise the inconvenience to
customers during the work to
improve car parking at Wigan.
Back in 2005, the Rail User’s
Consultative Committee
studied what passengers
wanted from station car
parks. In Greater Manchester,
passengers complained of
lack of security for themselves
and their vehicles. In Cardiff,
they were frustrated by use
by non-rail-using shoppers.
Meanwhile, some commuters
in the south east felt their
local station car park was
being under-used because of
prohibitive car parking charges.
The DfT currently sponsors

HAVE YOUR SAY If you have suggestions on ways to improve parking at stations, the two new ‘station champions’ would like to hear
from you. Send your thoughts to editor@britishparking.co.uk and we will pass them on.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Transport
journalist Alan Salter is editor and
managing director of TransportMatters.

Secure Stations, which includes
a national accreditation
scheme that recognises
measures to improve
station security and provide
reassurance to passengers and
staff. This new initiative will be
a way of bringing all stations
up to a similar standard.
Train operators who
manage stations are
turning increasingly to the
BPA-managed Park Mark
accreditation scheme. One
leading adopter of Park Mark
is Southern Railway, which is
gaining the award for more and
more of its car parks.
Another is National
Express, which has signed a
new partnership agreement
with National Car Parks
(NCP) to provide a contract

management service of all its
62 pay car parks at the train
operator’s stations in London
and across East Anglia.
NCP is investing more than
£1 million in improvements
and directly managing the
car parks. It says that key
benefits for National Express’
customers are not only Park
Mark accreditation at 21 car
parks, but also: a pay-bymobile facility at all car parks;
car parking season tickets
online for key stations; ‘carnet’style tickets for parking;
customer service staff during
the evening at 21 key stations
who escort lone travellers from
the station forecourt to their
vehicle; a dedicated advice
phone line; lighting; CCTV;
and cleaning upgrades.

Glass world... a glass-clad car park like this one is being built at Wigan railway station.

Wigan MSCP’s green
credentials
One of the first of the new multi-storey car parks to get off the
ground is at Wigan, where work has started to add 50 per cent
more car parking spaces for rail passengers at the town’s
main-line North Western station. The new 403-space MSCP is
due to be finished by the end of this year.
The new car park will be a three-storey glass-clad structure
and Wigan is the first location on the national rail network where
this particular design will be used for station parking. Each
storey will be a different colour. There are also plans to install
two wind turbines on the roof to help with power and lighting.
They will be vertical turbines, with the ‘sails’ rotating round a
central pole. The system is quieter and creates less vibration
than conventional turbines, captures wind from any direction and
can be located within built-up areas rather than needing a clear
flow of air to operate.

www.britishparking.co.uk
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Tim Cowen is
director of communications for NSL Services
Group, formerly a part of NCP and the UK’s
largest employer of parking enforcement
officers. Previously he was a journalist for
20 years, most recently working as a news
editor at the London Evening Standard.

A question of profile
If the parking industry is to stop
getting a raw deal from the media
it needs to take a proactive
approach, says Tim Cowen

I

t was with a sinking heart that I
spotted the following headline in my
media monitor. ‘Tuition in manners
for these meanies would be a good
idea’.
Anyone with any experience of the
way the media reports on our activities
will be way ahead of me here. The
meanies? You’ve guessed – they are civil
enforcement officers (CEOs) (actually
parking attendants, this being Scotland).
The writer doesn’t hold back. ‘Malicious
busybodies and jobsworths’, they are ‘the
modern driver’s worst nightmare’ (Really?
As opposed to, say, being horribly injured
in a road crash?) and the article even
refers to ‘admiration’ of those who assault
parking attendants.
Shocking isn’t it? Actually, no. The
article is in many ways supportive of what
we do, and quite reasonable. But in order
to illustrate my point about the raw deal
our industry gets from the media, I have
used an old journalist’s trick – selective
quotes, taken out of context, to subtly
alter their meaning. (If you want to know
what the writer, Nicola Barry, was really
saying, the full article is available at www.
pressandjournal.co.uk).
Sadly, this kind of misrepresentation
happens all too often in the mainstream
media and, as a high-profile industry
delivering an occasionally controversial
public service, we tend to attract more
than our fair share of it.
So I was delighted to see BPA chief
executive Patrick Troy declare one of his
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top priorities to be ‘to take on the media
proactively to raise the profile of all the
excellent work being done by the sector’.
As a former national and regional
journalist who has spent the past five years
trying – and sometimes succeeding – to
persuade former colleagues to be fair
and balanced about us, I heartily endorse
Patrick’s comments.
But how do we go about it? Well, the
word ‘proactive’ is key here.
Take the examples of Northamptonshire
and Nottinghamshire. Both have countywide NSL contracts, both fairly new, both
launched with very little push back from
the media and very little ongoing negative
coverage. Both councils ran effective prelaunch campaigns, bombarding the media
and the public with messages about what
civil parking enforcement (CPE) means

on board.
To get more examples like the
Nottinghamshire and Northamptonshire
experience, we as an industry need to
engage with the media more. It’s a bit of
a leap of faith, of course – as a former
journalist I can understand more than
most why people would have difficulty
trusting them.
Contractors need to ensure their
operations are properly run – these
are public services that the media can
legitimately criticise if we make mistakes
– and we, like our local authority clients,
must continue to be open and transparent
about what we do.
When we convince the media we have
nothing to hide, that we are here to stay
and we are delivering an important public
service, they are more likely to accept us
and, if they do cover our activities, be more
balanced about them.
That’s already happening, of course. Take
Adur, on the South Coast, where NSL’s
latest operation went live. Pre-launch, our
client carried out a textbook marketing
campaign. The front page on the local

When we convince the media we have
nothing to hide, that we are here to stay
and we are delivering an important public
service, they are more likely to accept us
and why it is needed. We were delighted to
assist with photo opportunities, supporting
quotes from press releases and briefings on
who we are and what we do for the local
media.
The end result was local media that had
been left in no doubt that the service was
to be reasonable, fair, and much needed.
The local authority press teams had done a
brilliant job and the local press was clearly

paper in week one said: ‘Parking regime
seems to be working’ – which was nice.
And on my media monitor today? A letter
from a reader who had sat next to a double
yellow line and seen shocking examples of
illegal parking. The headline? ‘This is why
we need wardens.’
HAVE YOUR SAY Any views? Write to
editor@parkingnews.co.uk
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BPA

MEMBERS’
DINNER
AN INVITATION TO THE BPA

after dinner speaker Steve Davis

A unique opportunity to network
with other parking professionals
in impressive surroundings.
Drapers Hall, London
1 December 2009

Tickets are priced at £115 (+vat). To book your
places call Dave on 01444 447316.
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technical focus

Kelvin Reynolds,
technical
services director,
introduces
this month’s
Technical
Focus
Doesn’t time fly? So much has been achieved since
I wrote May’s introduction. I welcome Cambridge
Publishers to the fold; discussions have already
taken place with the new editorial team at Parking
News, and we have agreed Technical Focus will
continue – but with a couple of improvements to be
introduced in the future. We’ve also discussed the
overall technical content of the magazine and plan
to enhance this too in accordance with members’
wishes. It’s YOUR BPA and YOUR Parking News –
so let us know what you want to see in Technical
Focus (email editor@britishparking.co.uk).
Lastly I would like to thank Simon O’Brien and
John Charles for their support and friendship these
past five years sharing the pages of Parking News.
It’s been an interesting and varied relationship and
I wish them both well, wherever their future lies.

DVLA report
The BPA undertook a
research study on the
accuracy of DVLA data.
The purpose of the
study was to:
l Highlight the issues
raised regarding the
keeper database by BPA
members, in particular:
l Coordinate any
feedback from members
re: DVLA contacts:

The Annual Report Parking Practice Note 26, to
support local authorities in producing CPE Annual
Report, is now published and can be downloaded
from the BPA website on www.britishparking.
co.uk. The document is presented in ‘plain
English’ as we believe it should not only give
advice and guidance but also practice what it
preaches.
Since we are at the start of the new
financial year, we are confident this guidance
note is timely and will be helpful to local
authorities when producing their first annual
reports. It will be a ‘living’ document and we
propose to update it next year in the light of
experience gained.
The note was produced with contributions from
many stakeholders, including the DfT, to whom we
are very grateful.
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The DfT’s Traffic
Signs Review
came under
discussion at a
well-attended
meeting of the
Parking Forum in early
May.
A position paper
is being now being
developed, which
will summarise the
forum’s thoughts and
recommendations
regarding the Traffic
Signs Review.
The Forum’s new
website (www.
parkingforum.co.uk)

was also officially
launched during the
same meeting. The
website will help the
sharing of information
and improve
communications
between forum
members. It will also
be used as a vehicle to
engage MPs and other
relevant parties, thereby
supporting our drive to

grow membership of
the forum and raise its
profile.
A new position
paper based on the
discussions at the
February 2009 meeting
will be published to
update and replace the
existing Position Paper.
It will include
information about
the new DfT Blue
Badge strategy and the
BPA-led Joint Study of
Off-Street Parking for
the Disabled. It will also
cover developments
in Scotland, including
the Disabled Persons
Parking Places
(Scotland) Act 2009.

l Present a factual
report with as many
back-up documents as
possible: and
l Agree specific
deliverables with
the DVLA to meet
members’ concerns.
The research is now
complete and will be
shared with the DVLA
for actions on a number
of issues identified.

TMA – RECiPE
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Forum
update

Pay and display advice
An important
parking practice
note for the
procurement of pay
on foot equipment
was published at
Parkex in April,
joining the recently
published one
on mobile phone
payment systems.
They can both be
downloaded from
the BPA website at

www.britishparking.
co.uk.
The next parking
practice note in the
pipeline looks at pay
and display parking
practice, and is due to
be produced by the
end of the year. The
other parking practice
note to be produced
by the Equipment,
Manufacturers and
Supplier Special Interest

Group later in the year
will be about notice
processing.
We are working with
TPT, who will visit an
EMS SIG meeting to
discuss the importance
of IT in appeals
and adjudications.
This follows their
very informative
presentation to the EMS
seminar theatre session
at Parkex.
www.britishparking.co.uk
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Approved Operator Scheme
The last couple of months
have seen a culmination of
much of the work that has
occupied the AOS for the past
year or so. A considerable
amount of time and effort has
gone into the review of the
BPA’s Code of Practice – and a
lengthy period of lobbying has
also proved successful, with
recent announcements from
two separate government
departments relating
to ticketing and vehicle
immobilisation on private land
and unregulated car parks.
The new draft code was
open to consultation until 3
June. This will be followed by
a period to allow operators to

comply before the new code
goes live in October.
Meanwhile, the DVLA has
also launched a consultation
to propose the tightening
of regulation for access to
the Vehicle Keeper details
database. The Home Office
has also published its public
consultation, proposing that
all clamping operators be
certified through membership
to an ATA.
These are two very
important consultations for
us and we have published our
own web survey of Approved
Operator Scheme members so
we can respond on behalf of
the industry.

Traffic signs review
The BPA Task Group
is alive and well – but
still awaiting its final
remit from the DfT
Steering Group.
Once it has that,
the group will
debate those issues
it is tasked with
reviewing.
As part of the
review of Traffic
Signs Regulations
and General Directions
2002, the BPA participates
on WG2 - Signs and Law
Enforcement.
The BPA will lead two
strands of work that will help
assess the existing Traffic
Signs Regulations and General
Directions 2002, later SoS
authorisations, Traffic Signs
Manual and Highway Code:
l To identify which additional
controls/restrictions, and
therefore traffic signs, might
benefit (like bus stop clearways
and yellow boxes do now, for

example) from being
relieved of the need
for an underlying
TRO, or which can
be better regulated by
statute within future
regulations; and
l To assess and review
the function and
operation of area wide
controls – for example
CPZ, restricted zones
and pedestrian zones
– to identify their effectiveness
and usefulness, with a view
to identifying the benefits
or otherwise of this type of
parking management from an
enforcement perspective.
Any thoughts on these
two matters can be posted in
the discussion forum on the
website.
The local authority special
interest group is to discuss the
traffic signs review at its June
meeting.
Check the website calendar
for more details.

Information note update Following Parkex, the Structure
and Asset Management Special Interest Group has decided to
republish the Life Care Plan for Parking Structures Information
Note in a more user-friendly format. The note is currently with the
designers and should be available very shortly in hard copy. The
checklist can be downloaded from www.britishparking.co.uk.
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For all the latest IPP news log on to www.theipp.co.uk

ipp NEWS

Short-break benefits

Get LinkedIn – join
the IPP’s network
All members of the
Institute of Parking
Professionals (IPP) have
received an invitation
to the join its group
on the online LinkedIn
network.
Building this
professional network of
trusted contacts gives
you an advantage in
your career, and is one
of your most valuable
assets. LinkedIn is
designed to help you
make better use of
your professional
network and help
the people you trust
in return. While it is
possible to meet up with
fellow IPP members at
events and meetings,
the ability to network
virtually can save time
and money.
When you join,
you create a profile
that summarises your
professional expertise
and accomplishments.
You can then form
connections by
inviting trusted
contacts to join
LinkedIn and
connect to you. Your
network consists of
your connections,
your connections’
connections, and the

www.britishparking.co.uk
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people they know,
linking you to a vast
number of qualified
professionals and
experts. Through your
network you can:
l Manage the
information that’s
publicly available
about you as a
professional;
l Find and be
introduced to potential
clients, service
providers, and subject
experts who come
recommended;
l Create and
collaborate on projects,
gather data, share files
and solve problems;
l Be found for business
opportunities and find
potential partners;
l Gain new insights
from discussions
with like-minded
professionals in private
group settings;
l Discover inside
connections that can
help you land jobs and
close deals; and
l Post and distribute
job listings to find the
best talent for your
company.
To find out more, visit
the LinkedIn website
at www.linkedin.
com

Some of the more eagleeyed members may have
noticed information
leaflets at the Parkex
exhibition at the NEC
about some of the new
benefits now available
to IPP members.
CottageStayUK is the
UK’s leading cottages
short-break employee
benefit, and promises
fantastic cottage

discounts across the
UK, France and Italy.
They offer safe and
secure online bookings
on their website –
www.cottagestayuk.
com. If hotels are more
your cup of tea you
could check out what
HotelStayUK (www.
hotelstayuk.com) has
to offer. They work
with major UK and
worldwide
If you have suggestions
hotels to
as to what benefits you
provide amazing
would like as part of the IPP
membership package, email
Linda Austing at linda.a@
britishparking.co.uk or call
01444 447313.

hotel and short-break
discounts.
Another great
discount available to IPP
members is 25 per cent
off RAC cover, essential
when travelling to your
discounted cottage or
hotel!
To find out more
about any of these
benefits, including the
passwords to obtain the
discount, please contact
Linda Austin on 01444
447313.
Get away from it all... take
advantage of discounts offered
through the IPP and you could
stay at this cottage!

Member survey – make your views known
All members should have recently
received an email inviting them to
take part in our first IPP member
survey. The survey covers such
issues as skills requirements,
personal development and online
networking.
We are always very keen to hear
what your opinions on these topics
are, as well as understanding which

of you are interested in being part
of the pilot Continual Professional
Development scheme which is
currently being developed.
If you have not seen the survey,
please log in to the IPP website to
access the survey from the ‘news’
page. Your opinion is extremely
valued and will help to shape the
future of the Institute.

Champagne winner
Pictured is proud father Mark
Arnot, from Stroud District
Council, one of the winners of a
bottle of champagne as a result
of the daily drawn at the IPP
Lounge at Parkex.
As reported in the May issue,
other winners were Mike Darby,
of Tower Hamlets council, and
Graham Smith, from Mouchel.
JUNE 2009
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Seven up
for university
The University of York has
received a Park Mark award for
seven of its staff and public car
parks.
The recently extended and
improved Car Park North was
particularly singled out for
praise. Phil Taylor, from the
BPA, said: ‘The University of
York should be congratulated,
and in particular Fiona Macey,
for recognising the importance
of having their car parks
critically assessed.
‘Students are statistically

more likely to be victims of
crime. Implementing Park
Mark illustrates that this
university is committed to
providing a safe and nonthreatening environment for
students.
‘The campus is the first in
the north east of England to
implement the scheme. There
are seven Safer Parking areas,
but this is likely to increase
when works are carried out on
remaining car parks to bring
them up to standard.’

Retail centre upgrade pays off
A shopping centre has been
recognised for helping to
ensure customers are safe
during their visit.
Hempstead Valley Shopping
Centre in Gillingham, Kent,
successfully retained its Park
Mark award after a significant
amount of maintenance work
over the last year.
This included installing new
railings, surface markings and
the upgrade and installation of
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CCTV cameras.
Assessors were also
impressed by changes that
hade been made to the car
park’s security control room,
and the images produced on
security cameras.
Centre manager Mark
Rumfitt said: ‘We have
developed a strong working
partnership with Kent Police,
which has helped us achieve
the Park Mark award.’
www.britishparking.co.uk
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NEWS: SAFER PARKING SCHEME

winner by design
A new multi-storey facility at Tameside
Hospital, near Manchester has been granted the
prestigious Park Mark award.
Steve Peet, security manager at Tameside
Hospital said: ‘We are delighted to receive this
award, which is testimony to all the hard work
and effort of the design team in developing the
car park.
‘This excellent facility has been designed to
reduce crime and create a safe environment for
our staff, patients and visitors.’
Mark Osmond, development manager for the
Safer Parking Scheme added: ‘The Park Mark
demonstrates to your customers a commitment
to creating a high quality parking facility that
feels safe and has measures in place to reduce
levels of crime.’

South coast success

Dedication
to security
Valley Centertainment
Leisure Park in Sheffield
has been awarded the
Park Mark certificate for
the fifth time.
At Valley
Centertainment, a
security team monitors
CCTV cameras 24hours a day and regularly
patrols the car park.
Insp Stewart
Edwards, of South
Yorkshire Police,
officially presented
Valley Centertainment
manager Mike Jeffries
with the award.
Jeffries said: ‘We
are delighted to have
www.britishparking.co.uk
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won the award for a
fifth time. It is granted
only after a stringent
police inspection and
represents well-earned
recognition of the hard
work put in by our
security team and the
measures we use, such
as CCTV, to monitor
the park day and night.
‘Having Park
Mark status gives
our customers the
confidence of knowing
that they and their cars
are as safe as possible,
which is vital if people
are to relax in a leisure
environment.’

Twenty-six car parks
in the district of Arun
have won Park Mark
Safer Parking awards
following scrutiny at the
beginning of the year.
The decision means
that more than 80 per
cent of car parks in the
district, on the south
coast of England, now
hold the award.
Councillor Paul
Wotherspoon, Arun’s
cabinet member for
the environment, with
responsibility for car
parks, said: ‘This is a
fantastic accolade for

our car parks and we
hope it will encourage
people to visit our
towns and villages,
safe in the knowledge
they are parking in a
recognised safe car
park.’
During the
inspection, assessors
were pleased to find that
levels of crime continue
to be extremely low in
the district’s car parks.
In its report, the
BPA said: ‘Overall a
very good standard
is being maintained
and we would like to

take this opportunity
to congratulate all
personnel involved.’
Arun District
Council’s leader,
councillor Mrs Gillian
Brown, added: ‘We
are proud that the
high standard of
our car parks has
been recognised and
rewarded. We have
some of the safest car
parks in the country
and I’m delighted
that the hard work
and dedication of the
council’s parking team
has been recognised.’

Retail centre award
VINCI Park’s 970-space pay-anddisplay car park in Wrexham
opened in October as part of the
Eagles Meadow retail and leisure
development. The ability to provide
safe and secure parking for visitors
through the day and late at night
was absolutely essential.
Movement detectors ensure
an environmentally-friendly way
of ensuring the car park is lit
whenever people are present.

Lighting strength along
pedestrian routes and by payment
machines is increased to 150 lux to
ensure maximum security.
CCTV cameras throughout
the car park are linked into
both the parking office and the
shopping centre’s central control
room, allowing round the clock
monitoring.
The car park was awarded the
Park Mark in March.
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Which one is the p
Some people’s response to the

recession is to turn to parking
fraud to top up their incomes.
John Osborne considers what is
being done to identify and stop the
fraudsters – and examines the
processes used to ensure money
collected for local authorities
actually reaches them

I

n a bid to create a fairer society the parking
industry has responded to demands for better
access to car parks by improving the Blue Badge
parking scheme for disabled people. At the
same time, in a bid to cut costs and improve the
quality of service to taxpayers, most local authorities
are doing all they can to streamline the process of
applying for, and issuing, residents’ parking permits.
However, some hard-pressed and opportunistic
drivers have found ways of exploiting systems. The
result is that the industry has to operate stringent
protection and collection procedures, enforced with
technology, to protect its revenue streams.
Increasingly, the focus is on tightening up
application processes. The maxim is simple:
prevention is better than cure.
Blue Badge abuse is, unfortunately, widespread
in the UK. One common example is where Blue
Badges, originally given to a man or woman who
has subsequently died, are then used by his or
her grandchildren. Meanwhile, others apply for
and trade in residents’ parking permits. In some
authorities, these can cost up to £500 each.
Grahame Rose, business development director
for car park operator CP Plus, is all too aware of
the extent of the challenge. ‘It has been apparent
to the parking industry for some time that tougher
measures are needed to prevent further abuse and
misuse of the Blue Badge scheme,’ he says. ‘Sadly,
Blue Badge crime has become big business.’
According to Rose, the government has tightened
up eligibility procedures by using independent
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parking fraudster
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FRAUD AND REVENUE COLLECTION

safer, cheaper and more effective at highlighting
fraudulent applications.’
Experian has been working with Westminster
City Council for the past few years. Every year
the council issues approximately 37,000 residents
parking permits, 85 per cent of which are renewals.
Since the introduction of its identity
authentication technology, Experian claims it has
helped Westminster generate significant cost
savings, while guarding it against fraud.
Blake adds: ‘One benefit of this is that
Westminster City Council can now spend more
time with the people that need our help rather
than on heavily-bureaucratic transactions. So, really,
it’s about deploying resources into the places where
they can be most effective.’
Experian says the technology is priced on a per
transaction basis and is easy to integrate and use.
Civica, which supplies systems to local authorities,
has also been looking at the application process.

Number-crunching
On the Blue Badge scheme

medical assessors to ensure the rules are applied
consistently throughout the UK. ‘It is looking to
give local councils new powers to confiscate forged,
stolen or misused badges on the spot,’ he explains.
James Blake is head of identity authentication
at Experian, a company that has many years’
experience of providing ID authentication solutions.
He estimates that ‘a significant proportion
of permits currently issued by local authorities
could have been obtained using names of deceased
citizens’. According to Blake fake passports, a
popular form of paper ID, can be obtained for as
little as £20.
Authenticate is Experian’s main tool in the fight
against application fraud. This works by checking
an individual’s details against a broad range of data
sources held by Experian. These databases contain
biographic footprints established for 45 million UK
citizens and hold more than one billion records.
‘Such a process makes it quicker for both the local
authority and the applicant to process forms, plus
the applicant doesn’t need to use paper-based proof
of ID,’ says Blake. ‘It also allows local authorities to
easily see whether someone is who they say they are
and detect any patterns of fraud. Using electronic
authentication to automate the process and reduce
human interaction is the only way to make ID
management efficient. It has already proved to be
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Blue Badge… some motorists
see the sign as an invitation to
avoid paying for parking.

16,102
80
£5,000
2.3 million

people were found to
be using Blue Badges
belonging to the dead in 2007
council areas were affected by
Blue Badge fraud in 2007

is the estimated cost
to the taxpayer of
each Blue Badge used fraudulently
Blue Badges
issued in 2007

Source: Audit Commission/Daily Telegraph

The council can now spend more time
with the people that need our help,
rather than on bureaucratic transactions
Mick Cosentino, product director at Civica,
recalls how the company recently implemented an
e-permits module at the London Borough of Barnet.
It is designed to minimise potential fraud of permit
holders applying and renewing online. ‘The system
enforces local authority policies around supporting
documentation while allowing permit holders to
send attachments online,’ explains Cosentino.
Civica’s software allows information to be fed
directly into the back office, ‘creating a more
efficient process and reducing the amount of paper
JUNE 2009
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in the office’, Cosentino adds. ‘A paperless permit
is then also issued. This minimises the risk of fraud
as all information is held electronically in a secure
central environment. A later phase will see Barnet
introduce GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) on
handheld devices that will enable real-time access to
the back office information to validate any vehicles
parked in a permit bay without a permit being
displayed.’
Parkeon also has a solution in this area. A
subscriber application is available for its Parkfolio
centralised management system. This enables
householders to apply and pay for residents’ parking
permits online and print them at home or in the
workplace.
The system runs on Parkeon’s back office system.
This is protected to industry-leading standards in

A significant proportion
of permits currently issued
by local authorities could have
been obtained using names
of deceased citizens
James Blake, head of identity authentication
at Experian

used to pay for parking.
So how does a company like The Parking Shop,
which specialises in printing and supplying parking
scratchcards, protect them from the fraudsters?
Its managing director David Peach explains that
holographic film is one way that scratchcards are
protected. But he argues that the best method of
preventing abuse of scratchcards is to control who
designs, prints and distributes them. According to
Peach, there is ‘a fairly small pool of people’ with
that expertise. He adds that personalising cards is
another effective way to foil criminals.
Peach also points out that, as the unit value of
a scratchcard can be as low as 40p, any fraudster
would have to produce very high volumes to make
this type of fraud worthwhile.

ROBUST PROCEDURES

a specially-constructed, climate controlled, data
processing suite with sophisticated data protection
and emergency response systems. Access is
restricted electronically to key personnel and under
round-the-clock surveillance.
At street level, parking enforcement personnel are
able to check that permit payments are up to date
and relate to the vehicles in which they are displayed
by referring to the electronic database via hand-held
terminals.

CLAMPING DOWN ON GET-RICHQUICK MERCHANTS
Making bogus applications for parking permits –
and trying to obtain them fraudulently – are two
ways that some people are using to try to get rich
quickly. Take scratchcards, which are not only
popular in the lottery and gambling industries, but
which are also an increasingly common method
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Vigilance is vital… keeping an
eye on what is happening is
one way to detect fraudulent
activities.

Collection experts believe they have robust
procedures in place to ensure that money obtained
by bailiffs actually reaches clients. Preventing abuse
of this process is also big business.
A common way of minimising theft from
employees is to ensure that cash is banked on
the day it is received. ‘We have robust banking
procedures,’ claims Oliver Hooper, sales and
marketing manager for Phoenix Commercial
Collections. ‘Our bailiffs have to collect and bank
money before 3pm. That means there is enough
time to enable our accounts department to crossreference.’
Phoenix also uses technology to help collect
money. ‘All payments are automatically entered onto
the OneStep Solutions system,’ says Hooper. ‘The
information is either transmitted via digital pens
or personal digital assistants (PDAs).’ He adds that
when someone who owes money makes a payment
Phoenix’s client knows immediately that payment
has been received because the collection system
works in real time.
The firm has 65 bailiffs. In addition to PDAs,
Phoenix’s crime prevention arsenal includes
tracking devices. According to Hooper these ensure
the firm’s head office knows exactly where a vehicle
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: John Osborne
is a freelance industrial journalist and a
regular contributor to Parking News. Email
johnosborne@bexley.prestel.co.uk

is at any one time.
Collection firms also have to ensure their bailiffs
are honest. There is nothing to stop someone who
has been issued with a PCN from trying to bribe a
bailiff. Hooper says he has been in the collections
business for 12 years and that ‘bribery is almost
unheard of in the industry’.
JBW also says it has stringent procedures in place
to prevent bailiffs from topping up their
pay dishonestly. ‘All enforcement agents
we employ are vetted and interviewed
to strict criteria,’ says a company
spokesperson.
‘They undergo a comprehensive threemonth training course. It is important
to JBW to recruit staff who are not only
capable and competent but who are the
right kind of people for this type of work.’
The spokesperson adds: ‘We take a longterm approach and are as as concerned
about our sustainability as about short and
medium-term profit. We do not want any
of
our staff, including enforcement agents, trying to
enhance their personal earnings at the expense
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Pay up… Parkeon’s
software ensures
that only drivers
who have paid
can park.

Up to
scratch…
personalised
scratchcards reduce
the risk of misuse.

of the company’s reputation, credibility and
sustainability.’
Although revenue streams can be protected using
technology and careful training, Rose at CP Plus
believes the industry is never going to
completely eliminate what retailers call
‘shrinkage’.
But, he says, justice tends to prevail.
‘They get caught eventually because they
get greedy.’ According to Rose, dishonest
employees either tend to take no holidays or
work very long hours.
In many ways, perhaps, it is heartening to realise
that simply observing an operative’s behaviour
can be as effective in clamping down on fraud
prevention as sophisticated equipment costing many
thousands of pounds.
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Skills Board’s leading
The UK Skills Board for Parking faces a

l Academic: certificates, diplomas, foundation
degrees, bachelor and masters degrees, doctorates;
l Professional: professional qualifications,
accredited continuing professional development;
l Vocational: National Vocational Qualifications
and Scottish Vocational Qualifications (N/SVQs),
Vocationally Related Qualifications; and
l Unaccredited learning: group learning (eg
seminars/workshops), structured remote learning
(eg e-learning), structured experiential learning
(eg secondments), coaching, action learning (eg
networking), unaccredited assessment (eg aptitude
testing and psychometric testing).

range of challenges and opportunities
as it addresses the tricky question of
developing a suitable management
qualification pathway for the sector.
Elaine Lacey reports

T

he UK Skills Board for Parking is
aiming to build on recent qualification
achievements, including the revision
of the level-2 NVQ in Controlling
Parking Areas and the development
of vocationally related qualifications for civil
enforcement officers and penalty charge / civil
parking notice processors (to be available Autumn
2009). Being able to pinpoint specific skills and
knowledge needs among a tightly defined and
readily identifiable audience has undoubtedly
contributed to the success of these qualifications.
One key challenge in developing a successful
management qualification framework is clearly
defining and then targeting a core audience. In a
typical organisation, many people up and down the
structure will be engaged in management activities.
A significant proportion of these, like team leaders
and supervisors, will not have job titles that feature
the term ‘manager’. Ensuring that everyone engaged
in a management role has the opportunity to pursue
a relevant management qualification is a core
aspiration for the board.

What is a manager?
A further challenge is how to define the role of the
manager. The responsibilities of managers vary
considerably, both within organisations and across
the sector as a whole. This diversity of managerial
activity can confound attempts to generalise –
especially when attempting to define a range of skills
and knowledge, which can then be transferred into a
meaningful qualifications framework.
Finally, there is a vast management development
market, which offers an enormous range of choice.
The Management Standards Centre usefully
categorises the provision of management and
leadership learning and qualifications as follows:
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Specific needs
When considering what the best option for the
parking sector will be, it is essential to be clear
about the target audience and what their skills
needs are. The UK Parking Sector Skills Strategy
provides the basis of this information and is itself
the result of extensive labour market intelligence
research. When asked to identify areas where
they needed more learning and development, the
parking workforce identified a range of skills and
knowledge needs. The chart below highlights that 51
per cent of supervisors and 38 per cent of parking
managers believe they need more development

Skills and knowledge needs
Training about the law
Management and leadership
General sector knowledge
Information technology
Street policy
Health and safety

n Supervisory roles
n Parking Manager
n Manager

Communication
Managing aggression and conflict
Customer service
Transport policy and practice
Traffic engineering
Road traffic Regulation Act
1984, section 99

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%
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g opportunity
in management and leadership skills, while a
significant proportion of all roles identified the need
for further development in the law.
The findings of the UK Parking Sector Skills Strategy
have been reinforced by a skills needs assessment, an
assessment of current provision and gap analysis when
views on skills needs were sought not just from the
parking workforce
and employers, but from
learning providers
too. The skills needs
analysis for the
parking sector
concluded
employers valued
experience
over formal
qualifications, but
expected those in
management functions
to hold a qualification
to show aptitude.

“thERE is A
WiDEspREAD
DEMAND FoR thE
DEliVERY oF ‘BitEsiZED’ lEARNiNg,
UNDERpiNNED
BY NAtioNAl
oCCUpAtioNAl
stANDARDs”

These findings reﬂect the self-reported needs of
the parking workforce and include: legal knowledge,
communication, managing people/teams, customer
service, health and safety, ICT and parking experience.
Consultation revealed little appetite for
developing bespoke parking management
qualifications. There was also recognition that a
large number of generic management qualifications
are both relevant and appropriate for the sector.
With the addition of tailored elements (modules)
specific to parking functions, skills and knowledge,
these existing qualifications could effectively meet
the identified needs.

Starting from scratch
The advantage of starting with a blank sheet is
that the sector can avoid the mistakes made by
more established professions and adopt best
practice. One relevant learning point is the need
to avoid building occupational chimneys or silos,
reinforced by a qualification framework with solid
boundaries that effectively prevent skill transfer
and career ﬂexibility. There is wide demand for
the delivery of ‘bite-sized’ learning, underpinned
by national occupational standards, that can be
stand-alone, combined or built into portable awards
and qualifications that support managers’ career
progression.
The mechanisms to deliver this vision in the
UK are the qualification and credit frameworks.
The recently reformed Qualifications and Credit
Framework (QCF – England, Northern Ireland and
Wales) and the Scottish Credit and Qualifications
Framework (SCQF – Scotland) are both unit-based
and supported by a system of credit accumulation
and transfer. The achievements of learners are
expressed through credit, indicating the size of the
unit or qualification, and by level, indicating the
challenge. In theory, learners can bank, accumulate
or transfer their credit as they progress up or across
the framework.
The UK Skills Board for Parking is working to
identify options for creating specialist parking
modules linked to existing qualifications. If you
have any comments or suggestions related to
this work, do email skills@britishparking.co.uk

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: elaine lacey
works with rocky datoo, the BPa’s head of
workforce development. She is currently
involved in a review of management
qualiﬁcations for the parking sector.
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creative CAR-PARKS

SERIOUS
PROTECTION

Design manual now available for download on www.triflex.co.uk
Please contact us directly for a hard copy

Waterproofing, Surfacing and
Protection for car parks
Maximum structural protection
Systems for: External Decks / Internal Decks
Ramps / Walls, Columns, Soffits
Wide range of colours and textures to allow
creativity in design
Heavy duty systems to suit all applications
Specialists in asphalt overlay

For further information contact:
Triflex (UK) Ltd, Whitebridge Way,
Stone, Staffordshire, ST15 8GH
Tel: 01785 819119 Fax: 01785 819960

www.triflex.co.uk info@triflex.co.uk
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Car park with a view... there may
be no particular parking problems
on this island in Norway, but
the country does face transport
challenges in its urban areas.

View from abroad
What are the key issues facing parking
professionals in other European
countries? In the first OF an occasional
series, Parking News spoke to two
Scandinavian industry leaders to
get an inside view

q

What are the recent trends
in your country in terms of
legislation and parking policy?
Sebastian Koreneff: In Finland, on-street parking

is always operated by the local authority in the city
concerned, while off-street facilities are operated
both by private companies and city authorities.
One recent court ruling, which was the subject of
a large amount of press coverage, changed the law
so that private companies are not allowed to give
parking fines anywhere, although the decision has
been referred to the high court. The ruling causes a
problem to property owners, because they cannot
now control their parking areas unless they are able
to install parking equipment.
Pål Gleditsch: The Norwegian parking industry
is divided into two sectors, both covered by full
Norpark membership (the Norwegian parking
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association) since 2005. On-street enforcement
is carried out only by civil enforcement officers
(CEOs) employed by the different municipalities,
while off-street enforcement is managed either by
private operators or municipalities. Norway has
approximately 430 municipalities; 75 of the largest
of these have their own CEOs while, for the smaller
ones, enforcement is carried out by the police.
The largest private operators in Norway are
EuroPark, a member of APCOA Group, and
Q-Park. Norpark has contributed to proposals for
new parking legislation in co-operation with the
Ministry of Transportation concerning the borders
between on- and off-street enforcement; parking for
Blue Badge holders and electrified vehicles; owners’
liability; harmonising on- and off-street regulations
to make it easier for the consumers; and several

A difference from the UK
is that even for short-term
parking, most customers in
Norway and Sweden pay with
credit cards
Pål Gleditsch, director of communications for
the Norwegian Parking Association (Norpark)
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q

One recent court ruling
changed the law so that
private companies are not
allowed to give parking
fines anywhere

Koreneff: In general, parking has a very good and

Sebastian Koreneff is from BK Group, which operates
Forum Parking in Helsinki, Finland, and is a director
of his country’s National Parking Association

other issues. Several propositions for new
legislation were made in April 2006, but are still
waiting to be passed by parliament.

What is the reputation of
the parking industry among
stakeholders such as consumers, the
media and policy-makers?
safe reputation. The quality has gone up over the
years and car parks are clean and well lit. Policymakers also see the importance of off street-parking
and, in my opinion, take this into account when they
are making their decisions. Also, it is a benefit to
the environment if drivers are able to find a parking
space quickly and easily.
Gleditsch: The off-street part of our industry
grew considerably between 1990 and 2000. Some
private operators had a cowboy-like attitude to best
practice, causing some worries for the consumer
authorities. An initiative between The Consumer
Ombudsman and Norpark, called Standard Terms

Norpark membership. For a couple of years, the
Norpark board has tried to adopt the BPA’s ideas for
best practice and a code of conduct. But there is still
a way to go in order to improve and modernise our
ethics framework.

q

What technological progress
is being made in your country
compared with the UK?
Koreneff: I would think that progress is similar,

istock © Rick Hyman

particularly as some companies operate across
several countries, and forums like the European
Parking Association make the exchange of ideas and
technologies easy. For example, in our garage we
use licence plate recognition for monthly parkers
and have now started using it for short-time parkers
by automatically opening the exit barrier after they
have paid at the pay station. After initial concern
over whether it was possible, the system has gained
positive feedback from customers.
Gleditsch: Being a small country on the outskirts
of Europe (and not a member of the EU), Norway
has to import most of its technology. But the levels
of technological developments are probably the
same in Norway as the UK. The most significant
difference between our two countries is the level of
payment with credit cards, both for pay-and-display
machines and in multi-storey car parks. Even for
short term-parking, the majority of customers in
both Norway and Sweden pay with credit cards.

of Private Parking Enforcement, set a best practice
for off-street enforcement with effect from 2004.
The standard terms established demands and rights
for consumers and private operators. Based on the
standard terms, we have founded the Complaints
Tribunal (to a certain extent similar to the UK
Adjudication Service), in a co-operation between
Norpark and The Consumer Council of Norway.
This tribunal has contributed to creating a better
reputation for the whole parking industry. One
problem remains, however: some of the cowboys
have chosen not to be a member of Norpark, and
the tribunal and standard terms are both based on
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Plugging in... cars lined up in a
car park in Helsinki, Finland.

q

What are the opportunities for UK
businesses in your country?

Koreneff: Finland is not a huge market for parking.

We have only a few private parking operators and
the rest are normally operated by city authorities.
Helsinki is the largest city with 500,000 inhabitants.
Gleditsch: In the years since I first visited Parkex, I
have seen UK companies moving towards a greater
focus on export. Thanks to the bonds between the
UK and Norway there are already opportunities for
UK companies to export to Norway – and plenty of
potential for the future as well.
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Alpha Parking to train
Leicestershire CEOs
Following a review
of training providers,
Leicestershire Parking
Managers has awarded
its civil enforcement
officer (CEO) training
contract to Alpha
Parking Ltd.
Leicestershire
demonstrates how
joint working can
provide consistency in
achieving guidelines
set out in the Traffic
Management Act 2004
(TMA).
The county
council, together
with the borough
and district councils,
has operated civil
parking enforcement
since July 2007. As
well as providing an

enforcement service
that operates on
shared principles and
standards, a central
notice processing
facility has also been
created to ensure a fair,
consistent and joinedup parking service
across Leicestershire.
The course is
taught in two units
– CEO role and
responsibilities and
Conflict Management
– and covers
contraventions,
exemptions, evidence
gathering, notice
processing, and how to
deal with the public.
‘Whether issued
in an off-street car
park or on-street,

the county council
is responsible for
administering
payments and appeals
through a single notice
processing service,’ said
street scene manager
Lindsay Weaver. ‘It’s
important our CEOs
are trained to the same
standard.
‘It makes perfect
sense to train a whole
county’s front-line
parking staff,’ said
Alpha Parking
director Penny
Winder. ‘Helping
provide a consistent
service throughout
Leicestershire goes a
long way to improving
standards across the
parking sector.’

Metric’s
seaside appeal
Bournemouth Borough
Council has bought
48 solar-powered pay-and-display parking
machines from Metric
Parking.
The Metric Auras will
go live in early July in
readiness for the resort’s
anticipated busiest
months of the summer
season.
Bournemouth is
currently installing
a further 12 Metric
Auras, half of which are
solar powered, between
the two piers in the
town.
The 60 machines
were purchased as part
of a tender which was
won by Metric, which
now has approaching
230 pay-and-display
machines in the
borough.
Gerry Bolland,
enforcement and

parking manager for
Bournemouth Borough
Council, said: ‘Metric
parking machines
in this town go back
many years. We have
at least 60 of their
Autoslots still operating
satisfactorily.
‘We also have a large
number of Accents
working efficiently and
now Auras are taking
over because their
construction is more
advanced and of a high
quality. We believe the
Aura is the machine of
the future.
He added: ‘We first
tested the solar powered
machines on a shoreline
area so that we could
judge their performance
in all kinds of weather.
We decided on solar
power which is in
accordance with the
council’s energy policy.’

NCP agrees new three-year IT deal
NCP and Norwich-based
IT Solutions company,
Blue256, have agreed a
new three-year contract.
The deal means Blue256
will continue to monitor
NCP’s computer
systems, as well as
provide IT maintenance
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and support for the car
parking firm’s office
based and mobile teams
located across the UK.
NCP offers drivers
more than 200,000
spaces across the
country in more
than 700 locations

and processes
approximately 80 million
customer transactions
each year. As a result,
a reliable and efficient
system is crucial
in allowing NCP to
maintain and improve
upon its high level of

customer service.
Martin Law, NCP’s
head of IT, adds: ‘NCP
needed a personalised
level of IT support that
would deliver against
agreed targets. We have
found larger companies
do not meet the needs

of our business, with
the related downtime
and cost risks. However,
Blue256’s support has
been first class.’
Blue256 was also
involved in a back office
network infrastructure
for NCP.
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Airport role for
Creative Parking

Creative Parking
Solutions has been
appointed as the new
car park operator for
Oxford Airport. The car
park, which has several
thousand visitors each
week, will operate
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a cashless payment
system requiring users
to pay securely by credit
card over the telephone.
It will also use
state-of-the-art
automatic number plate
recognition technology

to deter unauthorised
parking.
Creative Parking
Solutions says its
ticketless TrafficGuard
technology helped it
win the contract. This
enables drivers to park
and pay without having
to display the day and
time when they plan to
return – an important
security feature for
airport visitors.
Oxford Airport was
impressed with the
many customer benefits
of the system, which
improves safety for
drivers by deterring

Viner takes
up new role
Shani Viner has been appointed
to run Creative Parking Solutions’
retail park and shopping centre
portfolio.
Gary Wayne, managing director, explained
that Viner had recently stepped down as chair
of the Property Managers’ Association’s out-oftown retail committee. ‘She understands the
opportunities well managed and efficient car park
management can offer to retailers and property
managers in these challenging times.’
Viner is also working with the Royal Institution
of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) to produce the next
edition of the Service Charge Code of Practice.

thieves and makes it
easier for drivers to pay
their parking fees.
‘We are delighted
to be awarded the
contract to run Oxford
Airport car park,’ said
Gary Wayne, managing
director of Creative
Parking Solutions.
‘Our experience from

operating the car parks
at Southampton Ferry
terminal, together
with our combination
of friendly in-house
customer service
staff and leading edge
proprietary hardware
and software, made us
the ideal partner for
Oxford Airport.’
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ThroughPartnership
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DVLA
DVLAVerification
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Vehicle
VehicleStorage
Storage
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SalariedCertificated
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Secure
Client
Secure ClientWeb
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Members
MembersofofBPA
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On-line
On-linePayments
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ISO
ISO9001:2000
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Exemplary
ExemplaryReputation
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4 Europa Boulevard, Birkenhead, Merseyside, CH41 4PE
Email: info@jacobsbailiffs.co.uk • Website: www.jacobsbailiffs.co.uk
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Tel:01527
01527504000
504000 www.bristowsutor.co.uk
www.bristowsutor.co.uk

All
of
your
enforcement
needs
All
your
enforcement
needs
All
ofof
your
enforcement
needs
covered
under
one
umbrella
covered
under
one
umbrella
covered
under
one
umbrella

e-mail:
collect@collectservices.com
e-mail: collect@collectservices.com
collect@collectservices.com
Tel:
01895
626610
Tel: 01895
01895 626610
626610

With
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Enforcement
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weprovide
provide
With
the
Uk’s
largest
Enforcement
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With
the
Uk’s
largest
Enforcement
team
wewe
provide
services
for:
services
for:
services for:

Professional Enforcement
Enforcement
Professional
Enforcement
AA Professional
Service that
that Delivers
DeliversThroughout
Throughout
Service
Delivers
Throughout
England &
& Wales
Wales
Wales
England
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••

Maximum Collection
Collection
Maximum
Maximum
Collection
Minimal
Complaints
Minimal Complaints
Complaints
Minimal
Statistical Information
Information
Statistical
Statistical Information
On
Line
Client
Access
On Line
Line Client
Client Access
Access
On

• Enforcement
Enforcement
Ofunpaid
unpaid
• •Enforcement
Of Of
unpaid

Parking
Fines
and
Parking
Fines
Parking
Fines
andand
Congestion
Charges
Congestion
Charges
Congestion
Charges
• Special
SpecialStatic
Static andmobile
mobile
• •Special
Static andand
mobile
ANPR Operations
ANPR
Operations
ANPR Operations
• Pre and Post Enforcement
Post
Enforcement
• •PrePre
andand
Post
Enforcement
Recovery
Recovery
Recovery

•
•
•
•
•

• Address
Address
Verification
•Address
Verification
Verification
• Trace
Trace
Collect)
•Trace
(&(&Collect)
(& Collect)
• Pre
Prelitigation
litigation
Reports
•Pre
Reports
litigation
Reports
• Litigation
Litigation
•Litigation
High Court:
• • High
Court:

High Court:
Recovery Of CCJs and
Recovery
Of CCJs
Recovery
Of CCJs
andand
Enforcement Of Writs
Enforcement
Of Writs
Enforcement
Of Writs

Contact Adele Harrow
Contact
Adele
Harrow
Contact
Adele
Harrow
Tel: 01992
703770
Tel:Tel:
01992
703770
01992
703770
Marketing@marstongroup.co.uk
Marketing@marstongroup.co.uk
Marketing@marstongroup.co.uk
www.marstongroup.co.uk
www.marstongroup.co.uk
www.marstongroup.co.uk

Collection with A Commitment to Quality
Collection with
with AA Commitment
Commitment to
to Quality
Quality
Collection

SETTING THE STANDARD, PROVIDING THE SERVICE,
SETTING THE
STANDARD,
PROVIDING
THE SERVICE,
ACHIEVING
EXCELLENT
RESULTS
ACHIEVING EXCELLENT RESULTS

Empire Enforcement
Enforcement
Empire
Civil Enforcement
Enforcement Agency
Agency
Civil

Ltd
Ltd
Ltd

CivilCertificated
Enforcement
Agency
Bailiffs
Certificated Bailiffs
Certificated Bailiffs

•Tailor made
made bailiff
bailiff service
service
•Tailor
for our
our
clients
•Tailor
made
bailiff service
for
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•Solutions
found for
for
for our clients
•Solutions
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for
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•Pre
debt solution
solution
provided
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evadersprovided
•Pre
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and
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Specialist
•Pre
solution
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•RTA debt
and TMA
Specialist
•On-Line
client
access
•RTA
and TMA
Specialist
•On-Line
client
access
•On-Line client access

www.empireenforcement.com
www.empireenforcement.com

Phone 01621 843 884 or 01202 862707
www.empireenforcement.com
Phone
01621 843 884 or 01202 862707
Phone 01621 843 884 or 01202 862707
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Call Richard on 01887 820533 to
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Call Richard
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Six pages of parking
products and
services
spEcialist
sErvicE
dirEctory
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Construction & Refurbishment
CONSTRUCTION AND REFURBISHMENT
Specialist multi-storey car park contractors

CDM
Contracts
Limited

•
•
•
•
•

Design and build refurbishments
BBA approved waterproof deck coatings
XP series expansion joints
Decorative and protective coatings
Concrete repairs

01730 687925
816990 EmailEmail
info@cardeck.co.uk www.cdmcontracts.co.uk
www.cardeck.co.uk
Tel 01428
info@cdmcontracts.co.uk

carparksolutions
all aspects of car park refurbishment
efurbishment
and enhancement including

Certificated Bailiffs in the
Enforcement of Road Traffic ActCertificated
1991 - Collection
Bailiffs of
in PCNs
the
Enforcement of Road
Act 1991and- our
Collection
of PCNsto
Over Traffic
30 years experience
"dynamic approach"

UÊL>ÀÀiÀÃÊEÊÃÌiiÜÀÊÊUÊ>Ìi>Vi
t. 01606 330888 f. 01606 330777
e. info@quadrigaltd.com www.quadrigaltd.com

enforcement, guarantees you a
1st Class Service.
Over 30 years experience and our "dynamic approach" to
enforcement,
1st Class Service.
• Nationwideguarantees
coverage you a
• Tracing facilities
• Nationwide coverage
• Call centre
• Tracing facilities
• On-line payments
• Call centre
• Secure on-line account access
• On-line payments
•
Secure on-line
accessof ACEA, ESA & BPA.
ISO9001 Accredited
and account
full members

Superior systems for optimum
Car Park protection

ALL CAR PARK TYPES
NEW CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE / REPAIRS
High performance spray applied
waterprooﬁng & wearing course
system - vibrant colour range
Intermediate deck & surface coatings
Seamless expansion joint system accommodates movement in all
three directions
Highly durable cold applied line
marking systems

Waterprooﬁng Wear Course System . Joints . Surfacing Solutions

ISO9001 Accredited and full members of ACEA, ESA & BPA.

CREDIT SERVICES
LIMITED
CREDIT SERVICES
LIMITED

Make it sure. Make it Swift.

Make it sure. Make it Swift.

Contact Huw Lloyd-Lewis
Managing Director
Contact Huw Lloyd-Lewis
Tel: 0870 000 6224
Managing Director
Fax: 0870 000 6210
Tel: 0870 000 6224
E-mail: huw@swiftcredit.co.uk
Fax: 0870 000 6210
Website: www.swiftcredit.co.uk
E-mail: huw@swiftcredit.co.uk
Website: www.swiftcredit.co.uk

decseal

sentinel

®

®

safetrack

®

Stirling Lloyd Polychem Ltd. . Union Bank . King Street . Knutsford.
Cheshire . WA16 6EF . UK . t: 01565 633111 . f: 01565 633555
info@stirlinglloyd.com . www.stirlinglloyd.com
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Call Richard on
01887 820533 to
book now

T: 0191 419 8130
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This space is
reserved for you
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Expansion joints
Lightweight deck waterproofing systems
Mastic asphalt
Decorative anti-carbonation coatings
Structural surveying and testing
Concrete repairs
Cathodic protection
Lighting and CCTV

SERIOUSPROTECTION
PROTECTION
SERIOUS

Waterproofing,
Surfacing
and Protection
for Parks
Car Parks
Waterproofing,
Surfacing
and Protection
for Car
Maximum
structural
protection
Maximum
structural
protection
for: External
Decks /Ramps
Walls, Columns,
SystemsSystems
for: External
Decks / Decks
Internal/ Internal
Decks Ramps
Walls, /Columns,
Soffits Soffits

Triflex
Triflex (UK)
Ltd(UK) Ltd
Whitebridge
Way, Stone,
Whitebridge
Way, Stone,
Staffordshire,
ST15 8GH
Staffordshire,
ST15 8GH
Tel: 819119
01785 819119
Tel: 01785
Fax: 819960
01785 819960
Fax: 01785

Wideofrange
of colours
and textures
allow creativity
in design
Wide range
colours
and textures
to allowtocreativity
in design
Heavy
duty systems
to applications
suit all applications
Heavy duty
systems
to suit all
Specialists
in asphalt
Specialists
in asphalt
overlay overlay

www.triflex.co.uk
info@triflex.co.uk
www.triflex.co.uk
info@triflex.co.uk
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specialist
service
directory
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parking products
and services

Call Richard on 01887 820533
to place a directory advert
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Specialist Service Directory

six pages of parking products and services

Six pages of parking products and services

Consultants & Training
CONSULTANTS
TRAINING
ConsultantsAND
& Training

CHRIS YATES
PA R K I N G
A S S O C IYATES
AT E S
CHRIS
LIMITED

Parking Consultancy Services
• CPE planning, advice and

implementation
Parking
Consultancy Services
•• Contract
Procurement
CPE planning,
advice and
-implementation
Enforcement
Processing
• -Contract
Procurement
-- Maintenance
Enforcement
• Operational
- ProcessingPerformance
Assessment
and Review
- Maintenance
•• Policy
reviewPerformance
and advice
Operational
• Other
services
can
also be
Assessment
and
Review
arranged
and managed
• planned,
Policy review
and advice
• Other services can also be
planned, arranged and managed

PA R K I N G
A S S O C I AT E S
Contact:
Yates
L I MChris
ITED

Tel: 07712 046 442
Contact:
Chris Yates
E-mail:
cypal@hotmail.co.uk
Tel: 07712 046 442
E-mail: cypal@hotmail.co.uk

SPECIALIST PARKING MANAGEMENT & SYSTEMS CONSULTANCY
The Leading Consultancy for CPE Implementation

PARKING
MANAGEMENT
& SYSTEMS
CONSULTANCY
SPECIALIST
PARKING
MANAGEMENT
& SYSTEMS
CONSULTANCY
-SPECIALIST
Strategic parking
studies
Leading
Consultancy
forImplementation
CPE Implementation
-The
Financial
appraisals
The Leading
Consultancy
for CPE
-- Project
management
and implementation
Strategic
- Strategic
parkingparking
studiesstudies
-- Contract
tender
management
Financial
appraisals
- Financial
appraisals
-- Monitoring
of operations,
surveys and CPE reporting
Project
management
and compliance
implementation
- Project
management
and implementation
-- Surveys
and
GIS
mapping of highways assets and data digitisation
Contract
management
- Contract
tendertender
management
-- Systems
and
process
design
Monitoring
of operations,
compliance
andreporting
CPE reporting
- Monitoring
of operations,
compliance
surveyssurveys
and CPE
-- Resident/permit
studies
Surveys
andmapping
GISparking
mapping
of highways
anddigitisation
data digitisation
- Surveys
and GIS
of highways
assets assets
and data
- Systems
and process
design/ Tel: 01235 751287
Contact:
Norman
Downie
- Systems
and process
design
- Resident/permit
E-mail:
ndownie@rtaassociates.co.uk
- Resident/permit
parkingparking
studiesstudies
Web:
www.rtaassociates.co.uk
Contact:
Norman
Downie
/ Tel: 01235
751287
Contact:
Norman
Downie
/ Tel: 01235
751287
ndownie@rtaassociates.co.uk
E-mail:E-mail:
ndownie@rtaassociates.co.uk
www.rtaassociates.co.uk
Web: Web:
www.rtaassociates.co.uk

Associates
RTA RTA
Associates
Ltd. Ltd.

tp

PARKING EXPERTISE:

international

STRATEGY
SURVEYS
CPZ DESIGN
DECRIMINALISATION
Contact: Atholl Noon
T: 020 7309 7000
E: atholl.noon@cbuchanan.co.uk

RTA Associates Ltd.

GIS MAPPING
TRO REVIEWS
PARKMAP
TRO CONSOLIDATION
Contact: Trevor Clark
T: 01635 35670
E: trevor.clark@cbuchanan.co.uk

Parking
Consultants
Parking
Consultants

Consulting Civil and
Structural Engineers
Consulting Civil and
Structural Engineers

Onsite Assessment and Training
“Quality above Profit”

Find out more at: -

www.xtp-int.com

Approved Centre

Adamson House, Towers Business Park, Didsbury, Manchester, M20 2YY

new design
feasibility studies
pricing
strategies
new design
maintenance
& refurbishment
feasibility studies
management
consultancy
pricing strategies
system
& service
specification
maintenance
& refurbishment
management consultancy
www.hillcannon.com
system & service specification

www.hillcannon.com

• CPE implementation assistance
• Contract preparation (enforcement,
services andassistance
IT)
• customer
CPE implementation
•• Quality
reviews
of existing(enforcement,
operations
Contract
preparation
• Management
support
customer services
and IT)
•• Policy
procedure
manuals
Qualityand
reviews
of existing
operations
•• TMA
2004 training
Management
support

Contact: Glynn Rhodes
T: 01423 535650. Clarendon House,
Victoria
Avenue,
Harrogate HG1 1JD
Contact:
Glynn Rhodes
T: 01423 Keith
535650.
Clarendon House,
Contact:
Barnes
Victoria
Avenue,
HG1
1JD
T:
0118 952
2980.Harrogate
30-31 Friar
Street,
Reading
Contact:RG1
Keith1DY
Barnes
T: 0118
952 2980. 30-31 Friar Street,
harrogate@hillcannon.com
Reading RG1 1DY

harrogate@hillcannon.com

• CEO training
• Processing training, introductory or inand NVQs
• depth
CEO training
•• Telephone
customer
care courses
Processingand
training,
introductory
or in• Letter
courses
depth writing
and NVQs
•• Parking
Manager’s
coursescare courses
Telephone
and customer
•• Mystery
shopping
Letter writing
courses

• All
Policy
andare
procedure
• Parking
Manager’s
courses
services
delivered manuals
by staff with extensive operational
experience
in all
areas of CPE. Our
consultants
are either
ex-Local Authority managers or have
many years
of commercial CPE experience.
• TMA 2004
training
• Mystery
shopping
We will tailor our services to meet your specific requirements.
All services are delivered by staff with extensive operational experience in all areas of CPE. Our
Contact
detailsex-Local
- Lynn Witham
483or
173
E-mail
consultants
are either
Authority07930
managers
have
many info@parkingassociates.co.uk
years of commercial CPE experience.
Please visitWe
ourwill
website
forservices
furthertoinformation
- www.parkingassociates.co.uk
tailor our
meet your specific
requirements.

T: 0161-955-4227

F: 0161-955-4201

E: expertise@xtp-int.com

ENFORCEMENT AND MANAGEMENT

Enforcement & Management
Enforcement & Management

SIGNAL

THE WAY TO
IMPROVED CAR
PARK SECURITY

...we’ve proved at more than 400 sites that we can deliver this.
We manage each facility individually to give our clients what they
want – a well-run car park and satisfied customers.

CP Plus, putting the ‘plus’ into car park management
CP Plus 10 Flask Walk, London, NW3 1HE
0,53

tel: 0207 431 4001 fax: 0207 435 3280
www.cp-plus.co.uk info@cp-plus.co.uk

Contact details - Lynn Witham 07930 483 173 E-mail info@parkingassociates.co.uk
Please visit our website for further information - www.parkingassociates.co.uk

The Parking Professionals
The Parking Professionals
The Parking Professionals

CONSULTANCY

O N S Bland
ULTANCY
Contact:C Mark
Mobile
07957431780
Contact:C Mark
O N S Bland
ULTANCY
Email:
Mobileinfo@projectcentre.co.uk
07957431780
(please
quote
Email:
info@projectcentre.co.uk
Contact:
Mark“Parking”)
Bland

An NCP Services Company

www.projectcentre.co.uk
(please
“Parking”)
Mobile quote
07957431780
Email: info@projectcentre.co.uk
www.projectcentre.co.uk

An NCP Services Company

www.projectcentre.co.uk

An NCP Services Company
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Call Richard on 01887 820533
to place a directory advert
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EQUIPMENT, ACCESORIES AND SERVICES

expertise
in action
expertise
in action

TM

TM

Parking Solutions

Light and Reflex Entry/Exit

Products include:

Fully configurable interface
License plate recognition
Pre booking system
Chip and Pin
Top up cards
Smart cards
Access control
Integrated ANPR

Pay On Foot

Wave and Pay

ACS BPS LTD, Watchmoor Park, Riverside Way, Camberley, Surrey GU15 3YL
Tel +44 1276 807 100 U Fax +44 1276 807 101 U Email: parkingsales.uk@acs-inc.com U www.acs-inc.com/tr
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HAVE YOUR SAY Do you have an item or
picure for end notes? If so, please email it
to editor@britishparking.co.uk or write to
Parking News, Cambridge Publishers,
275, Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8JE.

A day of rest?

Sleeping beauty?
What exactly are CCTV
cameras for? That was a
question asked by Daily
Mail reporter David
Jones, who regaled
readers with the story
of how he was fined
£80 for taking a couple
of hours’ kip in an
Oxfordshire motorway
service station.
Jones was travelling
from Yorkshire to
Surrey late one Friday
night, when he saw that
familiar sign: ‘Take a
break – tiredness can
kill’. So he pulled into
the Moto service station
in the Cherwell Valley
services for a couple of
hours’ sleep.
He reports being
reassured by the
presence of CCTV,
and falling into a deep
slumber. A few hours

later he awoke, and
safely continued his
journey home.
But a few days later
Jones was shocked
when an £80 fine
dropped through his
letterbox, on the basis
that he had ‘failed’ to
pay for an £8 parking
ticket.
He wrote: ‘Call me
out of touch, but until
then I had no idea you
had to pay to park at the
services at any time, let
alone at 3am. ‘
Eventually Moto
and CP Plus, the
management company
that polices the
forecourts, waived the
fine – but ‘remained
adamant that electronic
surveillance is vital to
deter criminals and
rogue commuters’.

Anyone in the parking
industry knows it
can be a challenge to
earn ourselves a good
press. So a decision
by contractors to
resurface a car park in a
residential area at 6am
on a Sunday was never
going to go down well.
The Worcester
News reported that
residents suffered a rude
awakening last month
when the early morning

resurfacing work at a
nearby Co-operative
store began.
The paper reported
that resident Brian
Davis was so incensed
by being woken up that
he tried to block the
entrance to the car park
with his own vehicle
for a couple of hours –
while his wife kept him
topped up with cups
of tea.
Police were eventually

called and Mr
Davis was
persuaded
to move
his car, which was on
double yellow lines, the
newspaper reports.
The Worcester
News later carried an
‘unreserved apology’
from the Co-operative
and its contractor,
which had specifically
been told not to start
before 7am.

Steps towards a better sCENT
Freshly ground coffee, chicken tikka massala, or lavender? What would
you like your car park’s stairwells to smell of? That’s the question being
asked by NCP which, as reported on our news pages, is running a campaign
to find out which aromas its customers would most like to experience
when they visit its sites – having admitted stairwells can sometimes smell
‘special’. The company has ploughed money into technology that can create
whatever scent is required, and is asking customers to nominate their
favourite scent online at http://www.ncp.co.uk/stairwellsmells
Which one would get your vote? Why not write to the address above?

Watch the wing mirrors! Space parking needed...
Valet parking operators, used
to going into a cold sweat
when given the keys to a brand
new Lamborghini Countach,
may have some sympathy with
workers at the European Space
Operations Centre (ESOC).
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They have carried out what
was described as ‘the world’s
most daunting parking job’.
Mission controllers at ESOC
oversaw the delivery of
Europe’s Herschel and Planck
telescopes to their science

observation positions in
space. The value of these two
programmes is £1.7 billion.
‘Satellites do not have wing
mirrors, but if they did…
well, you get the picture,’
suggests a BBC reporter. ‘It’s

not a bad analogy; these are
very complex and expensive
pieces of equipment,’ said
Chris Watson, the operations
manager. Apparently, all went
fine with the precision parking
exercise that followed.
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